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The purpose of this field guide is to familiarize 
Cumberland community members of all ages and all 
those who are interested, with the diverse organisms 
that inhabit the Cumberland Community Forest. 
Working in collaboration with the Cumberland 
Community Forest Society (CCFS) we plan to take this 
information and create laminated identification cards 
on key rings for classroom use. We will begin to do so 
with flowering plants and expand the collection over 
time. It is very exciting to take what I am learning and 
creating during this Master’s program and be able to 
offer it to my community. Both the scavenger hunt that 
I assembled for our last course and this field guide will 
continue to grow over time and help to enrich the 
community’s nature connection journey.



What is the 
Cumberland 
Forest?

“The Cumberland Forest cradles the Village of 
Cumberland, in the Comox Valley, on the eastern edge 
of Vancouver Island in the traditional territory of the 
K’omoks First Nation.

This beautiful mature Coastal Douglas Fir forest is filled 
with diverse flora and fauna, at-risk species, salmon 
bearing creeks, wetlands and riparian areas, 2 
watershed systems, important logging and mining 
heritage landmarks and a robust community trail 
network.

The Forest is also part of an important habitat corridor 
that runs from the Beaufort Range and the Comox 
Glacier to the Salish Sea.”

(Cumberland Community Forest Society, 2020, par. 1-3)





Useful Vocabulary

Compound leaves – a set of leaflets (small leaves) that make up a “whole”, sharing a stem 

Conifer – an evergreen plant that has needles and cones

Corm – the plant bulb

Deciduous – a plant that loses its foliage (leaves) in the fall

Evergreen – a plant that keeps its leaves/needles all year long

Fruiting bodies (of fungus) - the part of the fungus above ground that one often refers to as a 
mushroom

Herbaceous – a plant with little or no woody tissue. Very “leafy”.

Inflorescence - Flowering part 

Perennial – returns annually

This Photo by Unknown Author is 
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http://biology.stackexchange.com/questions/39403/how-to-correctly-and-accurately-identify-a-few-species-of-trees-from-their-leave
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Useful Vocabulary

Sepal – serves to protect the flower and is usually green, leaf or petal-like

Sheath - protective covering

Spikelet- arrangement of the grass flowers

Sori – the “dots” under the fern leaf that produces spores

Whorl – arrangement of leaves radiating in a spiral from one single point surrounding a stalk



Grand Fir

Description:  The cylindrical cones are solid with shallow 
grooves (up to 10 cm long) ranging from green to brown. The 
glossy flat needles are dark-green on top and lighter green 
underneath. The stem is orange/brown. Young trees have thin, 
blistery bark and rougher oblong plates when older.

Season: Conifer

Interesting facts: It grows quickly and can reach up to 90 m 
high! Traditionally the woods was used for fuel, tools, and 
canoes. Boughs can be used to purify air.

Abies grandis
Pine Family Pinaceae
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https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/


Western Red Cedar

Description:  The needles are flat and scale-like. The bark is 
“strippy”, shedding vertically.  The small (1cm) egg-shaped 
cones change color over time from green to brown.

Season: Conifer

Interesting facts: It grows quickly and can reach up to 60 m 
high! The interior of old cedars tends to be rotten and 
therefore in order to maintain stability, the trunk is large at the 
bottom and twists upwards like rope.  First Nations refer to the 
cedar as the tree of life because it provided many things such 
as canoes, homes, tools, totem poles, and clothing

Thuja plicata
Cypress Family Cupressaceae
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Douglas Fir

Description: When looking at the cones imagine that mice 
are hiding their heads inside and all one can see is their feet 
and tail. Mature trees have chunky bark. The needles are 
long and pointed with a slight groove on the top.

Season: Conifer

Interesting facts: It is not a true fir. The cones hang rather 
than stand up. Traditionally, the wood was used for teepee 
poles, smoking racks, spear shafts, and firewood. 

Pseudotsuga menziesii
Pine Family Pinaceae



Western Hemlock

Description: It grows up to 60 m. The bark becomes thick and 
furrowed with age. The cones are small and conical. The branch 
ends and new shoots “nod”, making it easier for identification 
purposes. 

Season: Conifer

Interesting facts: Traditionally, the red bark was used to dye for 
wool and baskets.

Tsuga heterophylla
Pine Family Pinaceae



Sitka Spruce

Description: The reddish-brown bark looks like dragon scales: 
thin and patchy. The cones are golden brown and look “scaly” 
like the bark. The dark-green needles are sharp. 
Season: Conifer

Interesting facts: As the wood is very strong and light, it was 
used to build planes such as the renown, Spruce Goose. The 
inner bark and new growth provide vitamin C. The pitch (sap) 
was traditionally chewed as gum and the roots made for 
excellent baskets and hats.

Picea sitchensis
Pine Family Pinaceae

This Photo by Unknown Author is 
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http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Picea_sitchensis_cones_-_geograph.org.uk_-_343398.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Western Yew

Description: This smaller tree (3 – 25m) is often found in the 
understory as a straggly bush or small tree. It has thin scaly 
bark  with reddish-purple patches. Red poisonous berries grow 
on female trees. The flat needles are dark-green on top with 
white bands underneath.

Season: Conifer. Berries ripen in August/ September.

Interesting facts: It is excellent from bow making. Paclitaxel, a 
cancer fighting drug is derived from its bark.

Taxus brevifolia
Yew Family Taxaceae
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Western White Pine

Description: This medium sized pine (˂40m) has slivery green 
grey bark, scaly when old. The cones (15-25cm) are slightly 
curved, and the bundle of 5 needles are bluish-green (5-10cm).

Season: Conifer. 

Interesting facts: The bark and roots were used to make 
canoes. The pitch was used for waterproofing. Some 
indigenous groups called it the dancing tree.

Pinus monticola
Pine Family Pinaceae

This Photo by Unknown Author 
is licensed under CC BY-NC

https://www.flickr.com/photos/143075410@N08/45796521924/in/pool-2007842@N25
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/


Bigleaf Maple

Description: It has huge five lobed leaves. The helicopter seeds, 
samaras, are an important food source for many small animals 
such as birds and squirrels. The brown fissured tree trunk is  
often covered with moss and licorice ferns.

Season: Deciduous. Flowers from April to May. Winged seeds 
appear in July.

Interesting facts: It is the largest native maple, reaching up to 
30 m. The large leaves were used to line baskets and steam 
pits. The wood makes for good paddles and combs.

Acer macrophyllum
Maple Family Aceraceae

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA
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Black Cottonwood

Description: This fast-growing tree grows up to 45 m tall. The 
heart-shaped leaves are a shiny dark-green on top and pale-
green below. Female trees have tiny seeds enveloped in white 
fluffy “cotton”, which floats in the air during the early summer.

Season: Deciduous. The buds appear in winter. 

Interesting facts: Tallest deciduous trees in the Pacific 
Northwest. Traditionally, the sticky gum from the seeds was 
used for waterproofing canoes & baskets.  It was also used to 
stick feathers on arrow shafts.

Populus balsamifera ssp. trichocarpa
Willow Family Salicaceae
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Pacific Dogwood

Description: It can be in the form of a shrub or a tree as tall as 
20m. The elliptical-shaped leaves are dark-green on top and lighter 
underneath. The white petals of the flower are actually the bracts
which surround smaller greenish-white flowers. The dark-brown 
bark is smooth when young and scaly and ridged when older.
Season: Deciduous. Flowering begins mid-April. Sometimes it will 
reflower in September. The small red berries appear by late 
summer.

Interesting facts: It is the provincial flower of BC. The tree is 
protected by law. The hard wood is used for knitting needles, bows, 
and harpoon shafts.

Cornus nuttallii
Dogwood Family Cornaceae
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Red Alder

Description: This fast-growing tree reaches up to 25 m. The 
oval-shaped leaves are serrated. The bark is thin and grey when 
young and scaly when older.

Season: Deciduous. The hanging male catkins appear in early 
Spring before the leaves. The smaller female cones change 
from green to brown and last into winter. 

Interesting facts: The largest native alder in North America. 
Traditionally, the soft straight wood was used to make objects 
such as bowls, rattles, and spoons. Dye from the red bark was 
used for baskets and buckskins.  

Alnus rubra
Birch Family Betulaceae
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Bunchberry

Description: No more than 20cm tall, this plant is the smaller 
version of the Western Dogwood. Like its taller version, the 
flowers are in the middle surrounded by 4 white bracts. The 5 
to 7 leaves circle the flower with parallel veins. Red berries 
grow in bunches.

Season: Evergreen leaves. Flowers bloom twice, in the spring 
and later summer. Berries appear in August.

Interesting facts: Traditionally, the berries were eaten raw with 
grease.

Cornus canadensis
Dogwood Family Cornaceae
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Cattail

Description: They are semi-aquatic and grow up to 2.5m tall. 
The brown “tail” which looks like a corndog is approx. 15-20cm 
long. It consists of both male (on top) and female flowers 
(brown tail). The male flower falls off. The sword shaped leaves 
alternate and are spongy at the base.

Season: The seed heads can be seen from July to December.

Interesting facts: The leaves can be used for weaving and the 
fluffy seeds for stuffing mattresses and pillows.

Typhas latifolia
Cattail Family Typhaceae
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Common Horsetail

Description: It is hollow and isn’t very green (which means it 
lacks chlorophyll). It has 2 kinds of stems, fertile and sterile. The 
smaller, less green fertile stems (˂30cm) have no branches and 
carry their spores at the top. The larger green sterile stems 
(˂75cm) have leaves growing from the joints.

Season Spores are produced from May to July.

Interesting facts: It a prehistoric plant, the only one left of its 
kind. When the earth had a high silica content, they were as big 
as trees. Traditionally, the young shoots were eaten raw or 
boiled.

Quisetum arvense
Horsetail Family Equisetaceae
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Common Plantain
Broadleaf/ Greater/Birdseed Plantain

Plantago major
Plantain Family Plantaginaceae
Description: Low to the ground (10-40 cm), this herbaceous 
perennial has small greenish white stalk-like flowers. These 
stalks have no leaves. The egg-shaped leaves (5-20cm) have 
parallel veins. 

Season: Flowers from May to October
Interesting facts: Leaves are edible, though bitter. The 
processed seeds can be added to flour when baking. It is a 
great medicine. Used topically, it can be used to stop 
bleeding. Ingested, it can be used to treat many ailments such 
as diarrhea and asthma. 
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Coastal Red-Berried Elder

Description: This bushy deciduous shrub (˂6m) has small 
creamy white flowers that grow in pyramidal clusters (10 -
20cm). The berries take up to 3 months to redden and they are 
POISONOUS. Birds love them.  The compound leaves have 5 to 
9 opposite leaves.

Season: Flowers in May and berries mature in July.

Interesting facts: The branches were hollowed out and used as 
blowguns. One can make elderflower cordial with the flowers. 
Found at forest edges and roadsides.

Sambucus racemosa
Honeysuckle Family Caprifoliaceae

This Photo by Unknown Author 
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Evergreen violet
Viol sempervirens
Violet Family Violaceae
Description:  The solitary yellow flower (1-5cm) has brown 
veins on the bottom petals. The evergreen heart-shaped 
leaves (˂3cm) are leathery. Like strawberries they send out 
trailers. They are the smallest yellow flowering violets in the 
Pacific Northwest.

Season: Flowers begin mid-March.
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False Lily of the Valley

Description:  This perennial is approx. 30 cm tall with dark-
green heart-shaped leaves (up to 10 cm long). It has small, 
mildly-fragrant white flowers and berries that change from 
having green/brown speckles to ruby red over the course of the 
season.

Season: Blooms in April and May. Berries appear mid-June.

Interesting facts: The berries were traditionally eaten but not 
sought after.

Maianthemum dilatatum
Lily Family Liliaceae
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Fireweed
Epilobium augustifolium
Evening Primrose Family Onagracea
Description: This tall herbaceous perennial (˂3m) has purple-red 
flowers that grow in clusters. The alternating, lance-shaped 
leaves (10-20cm) are darker green on top than the bottom. 
Seeds are grown in pods.

Season: Flowers from June to July.

Interesting facts: Seed pods have silky hairs to help with wind 
dispersal. Bee’s love fireweed and is often a type of honey. 
Traditionally, the stem fibers were twisted into twine to make 
fishing nets. Fluffy seeds were used in padding and weaving. It 
often grows in clear cuts and after a forest fire.
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Hairy Cat’s Ear False Dandelion

Hypochaeris radicata
Aster Family Asteraceae
Description:. This herbaceous perennial (15 -60cm) has a long 
taproot. The yellow flowers (˂4cm) have ray florets and no disc. 
They grow in clusters on leafless stalks . (Dandelions have one 
flower per stalk.) The long, round-toothed, densely haired leaves 
(5-30cm) grow in a basal rosette which means they make a similar 
formation as rose petals.

Season: Flowers from May to October. Especially visible and prolific 
in August.

Interesting facts: The slightly bitter young leaves can be eaten raw 
or cooked.
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Hardhack Steeplebush

Spiraea douglasii
Rose Family Rosaceae
Description:  This deciduous bush (˂ 2m). The fuzzy pink 
flowers form pyramidal clusters (˂15cm). These clusters 
change into brown fruit and last throughout the winter. The 
elliptical /oval shaped leaves are dark green on the top and a 
felty paler green below.

Season: Flowering begins mid-June and fades by August

Interesting facts: It likes moisture and can be found in ditches, 
bogs, and lakesides.
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Himalayan Blackberry

Rubus discolor
Rose Family Rosaceae
Description: They often form dense impenetrable thickets. 
The white/pink flowers (2-3cm) have 5 petals and many 
stamens. The leaves (12-25cm) are toothed, oval with a 
“nipple” at the end, smooth green on top and covered with 
fuzzy white hairs underneath.

Season: Blooming begins in mid-June and the berries begin to 
ripen by mid-August.

Interesting facts: This prolific blackberry was introduced from 
India and is easy to find. They are delicious. If they come of 
the stem hollow, they are raspberries, if solid, they are 
blackberries.
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Large-Leaved Avens
Geum macrophyllum
Rose Family Rosaceae
Description: This herbaceous perennial (˂90cm) has bright 
yellow flowers (˂0.6cm) that look like buttercups. They grow 
singly or in clusters. The round bristly fruit tends to catch on 
clothing which allows for seed dispersal. The leaves are 
shaped irregularly (15-20cm) and the stem leaves are smaller 
and three-lobed.

Season: Flowering begins at the end of April and continues 
through August. 

Interesting facts: Traditionally, the roots were boiled and used 
medicinally.
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Menzies Pipsissewa
Little Prince’s Pine
Chimaphila menziesii
Heather Family  Ericaceae
Description: This one is smaller and more delicate than the Prince’s 
Pine (˂15cm). The creamy-white flowers are mildly fragrant an 
grow in ones to threes per stem. They nod above the alternating 
leaves (˂5cm). The leaves are long, serrated and darker than the 
larger Prince’s Pine.

Season: Flowers from June to July.

Interesting facts: The name Menzies comes from a botanist and 
surgeon who sailed with Captain George Vancouver.
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Oregon Grape

Description:  The evergreen holly-like leaves are found low to 
the ground. The plant is robust and waxy. Yellow flowers are 
upright and change into small blue seedy berries.

Season: Blooms in early May. Berries ripen in August.

Interesting facts: Shredded stems that are steeped produce a 
yellow dye. The berries are tart and were traditionally mixed 
with sweeter ones for eating.

Mahonia Nervosa 
Barberry Family Berberidaceae
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Pacific Bleeding Heart
Dicentra Formosa
Bleeding Hearth Family Fumariaceae
Description: This herbaceous perennial (˂ 40cm tall) has pinkish 
heart-shaped flowers that hang in clusters of 5 to 15. The fern-
like leaves often hide the flowers

Season: Flowering begins in mid-April until May. The whole plant 
collapses at the beginning of July.

Interesting facts: Ants are attracted to the seeds and help to 
disperse them. 
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Pacific Water-Parsley

Oenanthe sarmentosa
Carrot Family Apiaceae
Description: This semi-aquatic herbaceous plant (˂1m) has flat 
clusters of white and slightly fragrant flowers. The leaflets are 
deeply toothed. The plants look weak and sprawling.

Season: Flowers from mid-June to July.

Interesting facts: IT IS POISONOUS!!
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Pineapple Weed Disc Mayweed

Matricaria discoidea
Aster Family Asteraceae
Description: This attractive smelling annual (˂30cm) has green-
yellow dense flowers with disks, not rays. They grow in clusters. 
The fern-like leaves are divided one to three times and alternate.

Season: Flowers from June to August

Interesting facts: The young plants can be used like chamomile 
herbal tea. The pineapple smelling flowers can be dried, crushed 
and used as potpourri.
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Pink Wintergreen
Pyrola asarifolia
Heather Family Ericaceae
Description: This evergreen perennial (˂40cm) has pinkish 
flowers (˂1cm) which are found along 30-40cm stems. The 
roundish to elliptical leaves (5-8cm) carpet the ground.

Season: Flowers from June to July.
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Prince’s Pine
Chimephila umbellata
Heather Family Ericaceae
Description: This evergreen shrub (˂30cm) is larger than the 
Menzies Pipsissewa and has waxy white/pink flowers that nod in 
clusters above the leaves. The brownish seed capsules last into 
throughout the winter months. The sharply toothed leaves grow 
in whorls (˂5cm).

Season: Flowers in June and July.

Interesting facts: Traditionally, the steeped leaves were used as 
a cold remedy.
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Quackgrass
Agropyron repens
Grass Family Poaceae
Description: The erect stems are curved at the base and often 
hairy on leaf sheaths (˂1m). The leaves are flat, firm with well 
developed auricles. The inflorescence is a stiff spike with one 
spikelet per node, stalkless, flat and alternating.
Season:
Interesting facts: It is an introduced species. Quack presumably 
means vivacious (Anglo-Saxon), which is appropriate for its 
prolific and invasive nature.
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Rattlesnake Plantain

Goodyera oblongifolia
Orchid Family Orchidaceae
Description:  The solitary yellow flower has brown veins on the 
bottom petals. The evergreen heart-shaped leaves are leathery. 
Like strawberries they send out trailers. 

Season: Flowers begins mid-March.

Interesting facts:
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Red Huckleberry

Description: The bushes can grow up to 3 – 4 m tall. Berries 
are a translucent red (1 cm), and the delicate pale oval-green 
leaves alternate along branch. The discreet lantern-like 
flowers are greenish-pink.

Season: Flowering begins in April and berries ripen in July.

Interesting facts: It grows on old stumps. Traditionally, the 
berries were eaten fresh, mixed with other berries, and dried 
for the winter. Similar in size to salmon eggs, they were used 
as fish bait.

Vaccinium parvifolium
Heather Family Ericaceae
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Reed Canary Grass
Phalaris arundinacea
Grass Family Poaceae
Description: Often found at the edge of wet open areas, this 
grass (0.7 – 2m tall) has flat leaves (5 -15mm wide) and hollow 
stems. It is found in wet, disturbed places. The inflorescence 
(grass flowers) is up to 25cm long.

Season:

Interesting facts: It is invasive, tenacious, and aggressive. “It is 
particularly threatening to disturbed sites where it can single-
handedly transform stream dynamics, preventing the 
establishment of deep-rooted trees and shrubs.” (CMN Maps)
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Salal

Description: This prolific ground cover is robust, waxy, and 
oval-shaped leaf. The delicate white lantern-shaped flowers 
turn into dark-blue berries which can be used for jams and 
wines. 

Season: Leaves are around all year-long. Flowering starts in 
May and berries ripen in August.

Interesting facts: Salal was an important indigenous food 
source. Berries were eaten fresh, often mixed with other 
berries. They were dried on skunk cabbage leaves.

Gaultheria shallon
Heather Family Ericaceae
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Salmonberry

Description: This is one of the first berries to appear. The pink 
five-petaled flowers begin to bloom in February and continues 
until June. Shaped like blackberries, the berries can be yellow, 
orange, and red.  The compound leaves have 3 leaflets and 
weak prickles are found on lower portion of the branches.

Season: Berries can be harvested in June to July.

Interesting facts: The berries look like salmon eggs, hence the 
name. As berries have a high-water content, they are hard to 
store and therefore best eaten upon harvesting.

Rubus spectabilis
Rose Family Rosaceae
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Siberian Miner’s Lettuce

Claytonia sibirica
Purslane Family Montiaceae
Description: The small annual (˂30cm tall) has five-petaled 
white to pink flowers on a thin, fleshy stem. The ovate leaves 
are long-stemmed. Another species of miner’s lettuce has disc 
shaped leaves (C. perfoliate)

Season: Flowers from mid April to July, elevation dependent.

Interesting facts: Traditionally, leaves were used for medicinal 
purposes. It was first discovered in Russia and was a staple 
food for miners. Both species make for excellent early season 
salad greens.
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Skunk Cabbage
Lysichiton americanus
Arum Family Araceae
Description:  This herbaceous perennial plant is found in 
wetland areas and has a pungent smell. The large leaves (up to 
1m long and 50 cm wide) and the flower look like a large 
corndog or lantern.

Season: The arrival of this plant marks the beginning of Spring. 
When crossing the bridge into the Eastern Block, you will see 
them in abundance. Flowers from May to July.

Interesting facts: In times of famine, the roots were cooked and 
eaten.
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Slough Sedge
Carex obnupta
Sedge Family Cyperaceae
Description: This wetland plant (˂1.5m) has dark-brown male 
and female drooping inflorescence (flower head). 

Season: Flowers from June to July.

Interesting facts: It continues to be used as basket-weaving 
material. The leaves are gathered and split during the summer, 
dried and bundled for fall and winter.
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Small-Flowered Forget-Me-Not

Myosotis laxa
Borage Family Boraginaceae
Description: The lanced-shaped leaves (2-8cm) are plentiful 
and the small flowers blue (2-5mm wide) with 5 petals. The 
light green stems are hairy as are the oblong/lanceolate 
leaves.

Season: Blooming occurs in late-spring and can last for a 
couple of months into the summer.

Interesting facts: It was introduced from Europe. Some say 
that they as far back as 1561, they were worn to maintain a 
lover’s affection.
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Snowberry

Description: This deciduous shrub (up to 2 m tall) has small 
white-pink flowers and an abundance of white berries (1 – 2 
cm). They are a welcome vibrant sight during the fall months. 
Oval shaped leaves are fragrant when wet.

Season: Berries appear in September.

Interesting facts: BERRIES ARE POISONOUS!!! Traditionally, 
thin branches were bound together to make brooms.

Symphoricarpos albus
Honeysuckle Family Capriofoliaceae
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St John’s Wort

Hypericum perforatum
St. John Wort’s Family Hypericaceae
Description: This branched herbaceous perennial (˂90cm) has 
bright yellow flowers (2.5cm). They have five petals margined 
with purple dots. They are delicately edged and grow in 
clusters. The seed capsules (˂0.8cm)  have many seeds. The 
long, lance-oval shaped leaves grow opposite to one another. 
They have transparent dots.

Season: Flowering occurs from June to October.

Interesting facts: It is a valued medicinal plant. Branches were 
hung in windows to keep evil spirits away. It reproduces itself 
easily and can be destructive.
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Stinging Nettle

Description: This herbaceous plant can grow up to 2m tall! 
The tiny greenish flowers hang in clusters (˂5cm). The 
coarsely toothed leaves are heart-shaped at the bottom and 
more tapered at the top. The plant stings because the stalks, 
stems, and leaves have hairs that contain formic acid. 

Season: Flowering starts at the beginning of May.

Interesting facts: If you boil the leaves, they make for a good 
spinach substitute. These plants are indicators of nitrogen-rich 
soil.

Urtica dioica
Nettle Family Urticaceae
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Three-leaved foam flower
Tiarella trifoliata
Saxifrage Hearth Family Saxifragaceae
Description: This herbaceous perennial (˂50cm) has tiny white 
flowers that grow in clusters on a wiry stem. The leaves look similar 
to maple leaves and grow at the base (basal) except for one, 
located about halfway up the stem.

Season: Flowering occurs mid-May to July.

Interesting facts: The many flowers are believed to look like foam.
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Trailing Blackberry

Description: This Pacific Northwest native is usually found on 
the forest edge, along the ground. The small berries are 
delicious. The compound leaves have 3 leaflets and are 
smaller than the common invasive Himalayan blackberry.

Season: Blooming occurs late April and berries appear by mid-
July

Interesting facts: The leaves can be steeped to make tea. They 
are the only native species in our area. 

Rubus ursinus
Rose Family Rosaceae
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Twinflower
Linnaea borealis
Honeysuckle Family Capriofoliaceae
Description: This trailing evergreen (˂10cm) has pleasant 
smelling flowers (˂0.5cm) that grow in pairs at the end of a thin, 
Y-shaped stem. The leaves (˂1cm) are long, oval, and shiny dark 
on top. It is paler below with, on the upper half, minute teeth.

Season: Flowers from mid-June to July.
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Vanilla Leaf

Description:  Look for a single stemmed , 3-leafed 
plant. Leaf edges are wavy. The white flower stands 
like a spike above the leaves. The fruit is green/purple 
and crescent shaped.

Season: Appears early Spring and blooms mid-May to 
June.

Interesting facts: When dried it smells sweet like 
vanilla. It was traditionally used as insect repellent. It 
has also been used in herbal tea.

Achlys triphylla
Barberry Family Berberdidaceae



Western Trillium
Trillum ovatum
Lily Family liliaceae
Description:  The stem rises from the ground to approx. 30-50 
cm tall and has 3 white petals (about 5 cm longs) and 3 green 
sepals.

Season: Flowering begins in April

Interesting facts: The white petals change from color from 
white to pink over time. They are protected by law avoid 
picking them.
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Western Fawn 
Lilies, Pink & White
Erythronium revolutum (pink)/ oregonum (white)
Lily Family liliaceae
Description:  The flower hangs its head down and has golden-
yellow anthers. The leaves are lance shaped.

Season: Flowers from April to May.

Interesting facts: It takes the seed up to 5 to 7 years to create 
a corm and have its first flower.
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Western Starflower

Description: This small herbaceous plant (10 – 25cm tall) has a 
thin stalk leading to star-shaped white/pink flowers (5 to 9 
petals). The leaves are egg-shaped (5 – 10cm).

Season: Flowering begins in June and continues into July.

Interesting facts: It often grows in clumps around tree bases. 
The plump firm tubers are believed to be consumed by some 
coastal First Peoples.

Trientalis latifolia
Primrose Family Primulaceae
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Bracken Fern

Description: It is tall, arching dark-green with a golden 
stem. The fronds are triangular, each growing separately 
from a single rhizome (root). It is BC’s largest native fern 
(˂3m) and the most widespread globally. Often found in 
open and disturbed sites.

Season: Dies off in the winter.

Interesting facts: The rhizomes are deep and therefore they 
often survive fires. Although they were traditionally 
consumed, it is advised not to due to potential health 
hazards. They can be used to line cooking pits.

Blechnum spicant
Polypody Family Polypodiaceae
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Deer Fern

Description: It has two distinct types of fronds: sterile 
(˂75cm) and fertile (˂75cm). The sterile, flat fronds are 
tapered at both ends. The spore-producing, fertile fronds 
stand straight-up from the center of the plant.

Season: Evergreen

Interesting facts: Consumed by deer.

Blechnum spicant
Polypody Family Polypodiaceae
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Lady Fern

Description: This tall delicate plant (˂2m) has apple-green 
fronds (˂30cm) and is widest below the center, tapering at 
both the top and bottom creating a diamond shape. The 
fronds die off in winter and the sori is round.

Season: Appears early Spring.

Interesting facts: The young fronds, fiddleheads, are edible.

Athyrium filix-femina
Polypody Family Polypodiaceae
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Western Sword Fern

Description: The leaves resemble swords with serrated ( or 
toothed) edges and a hilt. It has a double row of sori and can 
grow up to 1.5 m tall.

Season: It is an evergreen.

Interesting facts: It is the most common fern in the Pacific 
Northwest. The leaves can be used to line pits for traditional pit 
cooking. 

Polystichum munitum
Polypody Family Polypodiaceae
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Exploration Activities
Plant Concentration

Harvest Plant Parts. Secretly collect 5 to 12 plant specimens 
such as leaves, fruits, seeds, and sticks. Only collect plants that 
have already littered their parts onto the ground or are in 
abundance. Set-up. Place the specimens thoughtfully on a 
surface like a bandana without anyone seeing. Cover them up. 
Challenge. Invite everyone to gather around and tell them, 
“Underneath the bandana is an assortment of local plant 
specimens. I will lift up the bandana for only 30 seconds and 
your goal is to memorize what you see by taking a mental 
photograph. Don’t only look at the individual details, but also 
the arrangement of the parts as they have been laid out.” 
Replicate.  Give everyone about 5 minutes to locate items and 
attempt to replicate what they saw. You can send them out in 
pairs or more. After time is up, ask them if they would like a 
second look. This brings their observation skills to another 
level. Have them set out again. Review Results. It can be 
cooperative or competitive, but the goal is to encourage and 
enjoy the development of spy-like accurate memory.



Exploration Activities
Rainbow Chips

Following description is from Get Outdoors, An Educator’s Guide to Outdoor Classrooms in 
Parks, Schoolgrounds, and other Special Places (Wild BC, 2009, p.43)

Collect a selection of paper chips from your local paint 
store, ensuring that you get a good range of colors and 
shades. Cut up the chips if they are in strips and place them 
in a bag. Hand each participant a “rainbow chip”, telling 
them that every color of the rainbow exists in nature all 
around us, and send them off to match their chip color as 
closely as possible with something natural. Ask them not to 
pick their matched item if it is alive, but to show it to 
someone close by. Offer some hints: turn leaves and stems 
over to see colors beneath, look closely at rocks and 
pebbles, lichen, tree bark, and sap. Once they have found a 
match give them another color to match, or a whole strip of 
paint chips of similar shades to match.

Critical Questions: What surprised you the most about this 
activity? What colors were hardest to find?



Exploration Activities
Blindfolded Caterpillar Walk

This is also a good Animal Form activity and takes a group of individuals 
and morphs them into a singular coordinated community. One body, 
one mind. Being a Caterpillar. Divide into teams of three or eight at 
most. Each team will have a sighted mentor or group leader. Everyone 
will receive a blindfold and a small cup filled to the brim with water. 
Line them up, each with one hand on the shoulder of the person in 
front, and the other hand trying not to spill the water in the cup. 
Walking with Grace. The leader's voice will guide the group around an 
area of obstacles. Urge them to find ways to walk with grace. How do 
they do it? How much water remains? Debrief. Try again? Change the 
Leader. Every few minutes, switch the head of the line by sending the 
leader, still blindfolded, to the back of the line. Ideally, everyone should 
get to the be at the head. Debrief. At the end, discuss how many parts 
make up a whole. Where does “leadership” come from? How do 
mental logic and physical instincts work together? What does blindness 
activate? Why do people feel different in their comfort with such close 
touch? Who enjoyed it? Who felt frustrated? Why?

Another version is to simply have them all hold a rope and lead them 
blindfolded through the forest.



Exploration Activities

Blindfold Drum Stalk 

Setting. Space participants apart from one another and 
blindfold them. This game is a solo experience that requires 
silence and listening. Facilitators/ Mentors will ensure 
everyone stays safe. A good distance away from your group, 
sit down with something loud and resonant to drum on. 
Goal. Have the participants stand silently until they hear the 
first drumbeat. Then, they will navigate across the landscape 
towards the sound of the drum until they touch the 
drummer. It is not a race, in fact, the one who goes the 
slowest is in a sense the winner as they be the one to learn 
the most. Drumming. Drum infrequently, but often enough 
to inspire movement from the participants. About every 5 or 
10 seconds. When you reach the drum. Before beginning, 
instruct participants after touching the drummer to move 
silently away and sit and watch others arrive.  You can up the 
level of difficulty by offering more challenging landscapes, 
moving around as the drummer, or having them carry a cup 
of water or an egg.



Exploration Activities
Retrieved from the Cumberland  Forest Educator Resource Kit, p.41

MAKE A WATER SCOPE 
Students will see a whole new world living in the aquatic (water based) ecosystems in the 
Cumberland Forest with a water scope. The wetlands around Cumberland are filled with frogs, 
birds, beavers. 

WHAT YOU’LL NEED 

• Clean empty coffee cans, one for each pair of students

• Can opener 

• Clear plastic food wrap 

• Rubber band or duct tape 

WHAT TO DO 

1. Make the scope. Remove both ends of the can to make a tube. Put clear plastic wrap 
over one end and secure it with a rubber band or tape.

2. Once in the forest: while visiting the wetlands adjacent to the Village, invite students in 
pairs to approach the water’s edge and gently hold the can with plastic wrapped end in 
the water at about a 5 cm depth. The water pressure will push the plastic wrap upward 
so that it works like a magnifying glass so that you can see all of the action in the water. 

3. Be sure not to lose the plastic wrap or any other materials that make your water scope 
when you’re done. 

4. Invite students to list or draw what they saw through the water scope. 

5. Share the information on the following page and take time to use the students’ findings 
to discuss the health of the water.



Exploration Activities
Retrieved from the Cumberland  Forest Educator Resource Kit, p.28

WHERE AM I?
It is beneficial once you arrive at the Forest to come together as a group and orient yourselves on a map 
or mobile app. This can be done periodically as you move around the forest. 

WHAT YOU NEED: 
• Map of the Cumberland Forest 
• Device for using Trailforks app 

WHAT TO DO: 

Questions: Where are we? (Once everyone has provided an answer, pull out a local map.)  Can you 
locate us on this map?
1. Have students gather around the map and discuss where you are on the map. Older students may 

wish to have the Trailforks app on their devices.

Questions: What are the four cardinal directions? What can you use to determine North?
2.        This is a good time to discuss directions: North, South, East, West.
3. Quiz students at this time on any agreements that you have set about boundaries. Show them on    

the map. 

Question: From which cardinal direction does the sun rise/set?
4. Have them point to where the school is. Have them point to where their home is. Have them point 

to Comox Lake. Have them point to the ocean. Have them point to the highways.

5. Choose a meeting spot as a class where you will gather in case the group gets divided.



Exploration Activities
WHERE AM I?(Continued)

Introduction to a cardinal directions and compass work

Lesson links: https://www.eurekacamping.com/blog/article/3-compass-games-
teach-kids-use-compass
https://study.com/academy/lesson/how-to-use-a-compass-lesson-for-kids.html

Questions:
How does a compass work? How does it tell where North is located? (Medium)

What is the difference between true North and magnetic North? (Medium)

Information on why we have day/night and seasons

https://www.theschoolrun.com/homework-help/day-and-night

Question: Why does the day’s length change over the course of the seasons? 

(Medium/Hard)

Introduction to using other means for finding the cardinal directions

Article: https://www.myopencountry.com/how-to-navigate-without-compass/

Questions:

How can you make and use a shadow stick to determine cardinal directions? (Hard)

How can we use the stars to guide us? (Hard)



Daily Observations

Date: Tuesday, January 12th, 2020 Time: 15h41
Weather: overcast, sprinkling, no sun Temp: 7 degrees Celsius

What I see: I am sitting along the edge of the Cumberland Wetlands, a marsh 
defined by hues of yellow and browns, a winter scene. I am sitting under a 
Western Hemlock with Oregon Grape at my right and Salal at my left. Decaying, 
brown trailing blackberry leaves speckle the forest floor as lichen and step-moss 
wrap around trunks and branches. It is winter and the light is fading quickly.

What I hear: I can hear the wetland waters spill into the lower marsh area. The 
natural, beaver created dam has collapsed. Rainwater is falling on the water’s 
surface, rippling concentric rings, a gentle patter. The low frequency of vehicles, 
distant dog barks, screeching bike brakes, an ATV growling, and human voices 
chatting remind me of urban proximity.

What I smell/ taste/ feel: I can smell hemlock needles and a slight pungent smell 
of wet earth. The earth and air are cool.

Reflections: It is lovely to see the water drops ripple outwards, offering a 
renewal, of sorts. I love sit spots. I was excited to come here, aching for the 
peace and depth that comes with grounding.

Questions: I wonder if the swarm of birds that just passed by are swallows? How 
do you tell the difference between a crow and raven call?

Location: Dog’s Leg trail, beside wetlands



Daily Observations

Date: Thursday, January 14th, 2021 Time: 16h
Weather: overcast Temp: 7 degrees Celsius

What I see: I just noticed a bird, it’s in the wetland area, about 8m away. 
European starling? Looking at a sword fern more closely, I have noticed that the 
leaves alternate and there are brown fuzzy spores underneath. The leaves are 
spiked on both sides and attach at one point onto the stem.

What I hear: I can hear a bird chirping and it’s becoming increasingly more 
aggressive. It became louder as a biker passed. As it flew across the water, I was 
able to confirm that it was a Belted Kingfisher.

What I smell/ taste/ feel: Wow, the smell here is strong and I believe it’s because 
a significant amount of water has drained out of the marsh since the dam broke. I 
imagine the reduction in rainfall has also led to water levels decreasing. 
Fascinating difference.

Reflections: It is so cool to notice these changes about me. I am really enjoying 
this assignment.

Questions: I wonder what the lichen beside me is called? Maybe a lettuce lung? 
The moss….Douglas’ Neckera (Neckera douglasii)?

Location: Dog’s Leg trail, beside wetlands



Daily Observations

Date: Monday, January 25th, 2021 Time: 12h15
Weather: overcast, snow on ground Temp:?

What I see: I wish I had my binoculars. I can see ducks waddling in the distance. I 
have counted at least 11. Mallards? I am trying to look in between objects, into 
the spaces as suggested in one of our readings. It is an interesting process to shift 
one’s gaze.

What I hear: The highway hum continues but the human sounds are few, product 
of a weekday. 

What I smell/ taste/ feel: The melting snow drips, brown grasses sway in the 
almost imperceptible breeze. 

Reflections: I am trying to look in between objects, into the spaces as suggested 
in one of our readings. It is an interesting process to shift one’s gaze.

Questions: Black cottonwood bark vs red alder bark?

Location: Josh’s trail, beside wetlands



Daily Observations

Date: Friday, January 29th, 2021 Time: 10h38
Weather: overcast, intermittent sun Temp: 3 degrees Celsius

What I hear: Today has been defined by bird sounds. At first I could hear a soft 
“whistling” to my right. At 10h45, the bird sounds increased. Using BirdNet, 
which records sound,  I was able to identify the Chestnut-backed Chickadee. I 
also heard a downy woodpecker,  it made a hollow knocking sound. Behind me I 
could hear a rustling and when I looked behind me, a red squirrel was moving up 
and down a tree. Alaska was eagerly watching it too.

What I see: There was a lot of bird activity in the trees around me and I was sad 
that I had to leave. I was able to get a clear visual on the chickadee I had heard. I 
also saw a small grey bird which I am assuming is black-eyed junco.

What I smell/ taste/ feel: The air was cool but although it did not feel 
particularly frosty.

Reflections: This was the best bird sightings I have had at this spot. I wonder 
why…

Questions: I am still confused about the difference between a hemlock and yew. 

Location: Dog’s Leg trail, beside wetlands



Daily Observations

Date: Saturday, January 30th, 2021 Time: 16h20
Weather: cloudy with sunny, blue bits, rain Temp: 7 degrees Celsius

What I hear: Chip to my NE (right) upon my arrival. Distant plane. I can hear a 
bunch of birds around me, high up.

What I see: Water is low and murky. There are dark purple-pink stalks in the 
marsh that I believe to be the beginnings of skunk cabbage. The grasses are 
moving to a slight breeze. It is windier in the treetops. 
I just spied a blue heron who is using one wing to cover its neck, likely to stay 
warm. I am so impressed by how still it stands, a dynamic statue. 

Reflections: It is wonderful to have a place to visit, a safe quiet space for 
rejuvenation – simplification.

Questions: Is the heron hunting or is it just trying to stay warm?

Location: Dog’s Leg trail, beside wetlands & Munday’s Child walk



Daily Observations

Date: Wednesday , Feb 3rd, 2021 Time: 12h15
Weather: Sun across water, looking south Temp: 4 degrees Celsius

What I hear: I hear a chip to my left. Airplanes, highway, voices, construction, 
crows, cyclists, barking, squeaking brakes.

What I see: On my way here I saw three Northern Flickers, a bird species foreign 
to me until yesterday when I was wandering through town and found one 
pocking at the ground near a telephone pole.  What a beautiful bird. It’s robust 
chest and long beak are beautiful.
I continue to challenge myself to look at the in-between spaces. I feel like there is 
a metaphor regarding how to live one’s life in that idea…
Mosquito?
Reflection of sun on the water, grasses for which I have no name with knife-like 
blades. Water vapor rising from sunny sections of the marsh.
I just identified 2 male Ring-Necked Ducks in their breeding plumage and at least 
8 mallard ducks of both genders. 

What I smell/ taste/ feel: The sun feels amazing in my face, 
an active happiness reboot, of sorts.

Questions: I wonder what other waterfowl I will see? 
Do beavers hibernate?

Location: Dog’s Leg trail, beside wetlands Walking Munday’s Trail



Daily Observations

Date: Friday, Feb 5th, 2021 Time: 14h41
Weather: Blue skies with alto-stratus, sun Temp: 8 degrees Celsius

What I hear: As I entered the woods, I could hear bird song – a nice welcoming
start. There’s a staccato bird call behind me. High pitched. Slight breeze. Frog, 
croaking? Bird chips?

What I see: I just noticed a bronze-colored speckle on a deciduous tree in front of 
me. It looks like glitter. The sun is at my 2 o’clock. I wonder what these clouds 
mean in terms of upcoming weather change. I just spied part of a decomposing 
horsetail – male, I think because if the “leaves” growing out of the “junctions”.

Questions: I wonder if the stump in front of  me has been gnawed by a beaver?

Location: Dog’s Leg trail, beside wetlands Walking Munday’s Trail



Daily Observations

Date: Saturday, Feb 13th, 2021 Time: 15h
Weather:  overcast, snowing, Temp: -2 degrees Celsius

What I hear: Pileated woodpecker making a hollow knocking sound. Bird song. 

What I see: Northern Flicker. Pileated woodpecker. Snowy landscape. Magical.

What I smell/ taste/ feel: It is cold.

Today has been about capturing the magic of a white landscape. Trudging 
through the snow and watching Alaska, my 13-year-old dog, traipse and play, is 
precious.

Location: Cumberland forest walk
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